
Basic Program Information Key Details

Katharina Schoof

Program Director

Facilitators / Partners
Nathan Hobbs, Mannaz

Program language
English

Date and location

Current

program dates

Various locations in Europe

Duration

3 x 3 days (+ pre-/post digital)

Participants per cohort
Min. 16 participants

Max. 18 participants

Booking information
Nomination by divisional 

Heads of HR only

Investment
7,500 € in total

(2,500 € per module)

plus board, hotel and travel 

expenses
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Your contacts

Leadership Journey for Leaders of Managers – Europe

Julia Schöne

Program Manager

Leaders leading managers – responsible for a team of managers 

who themselves lead teams

Who should attend

The modules will be composed of the following topics: 

• Change leadership

• Engaging communication, providing direction and purpose

• Organizational savvy and stakeholder management

• Strategy implementation

• Deep dive: Delegation and empowerment/coaching

• Leading diversity/business case “Diversity”

• Health/health management

• Leading in an agile organization/leading innovation

What you learn

Three, 3-day modules in cohorts that include:

• Insights on modern leadership and management issues

• Highly interactive learning process in a protected environment

• Case studies taken from participants’ experience for 

sustainable transfer of learning into daily practice

Pre/post digital content

How you learn

Participants will:

• Intensely engage with their role as “Leader of Managers” and

its role-specific challenges

• Reflect on their personal leadership style and impact on others

• Develop in-depth networks with peers

Benefits 

Current dates of

all nomination

programs on Jam

https://bertelsmann-university.com/leadership-campus/program-information/leadership-journey-for-leaders-of-managers-europe.html
https://jam12.sapjam.com/groups/D055gLy460lAVJQidR4Rrl/overview_page/QCPU8RTGC70Kcn0crXmsZB
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Your Learning Experience | Module Overview 

• Ensuring execution: 4-step execution process that strengthens team capacity to 

deliver results

• Leadership transition: Leaders evaluate team capability and readiness to execute 

operational goals

• Leadership styles: Reflection – six leadership styles (after D. Goleman)

• Leader as coach: Coaching Labs (participants work in small groups on their real-life 

leadership challenges)

• Leadership brand: Why should anyone be led by you?

Module 1 | Leading with Purpose

• Strengthening leadership: Working on real-life challenges - as the group prepare 

recommendations for each colleague, the facilitator runs an individual 360-degree 

coaching session

• Peer consultancy: 180-degree peer feedback

• Decision-making: “Polarity management” as a guiding principle in complex and 

ambiguous situations

• Delegation

• High-performing teams

Module 2 | Leading a High Performing Business

• Human experience of change

• How to make change happen: Change Labs (leaders work in small groups on their change 

challenges)

• Mastering complexity: Using the Change House, Leading in a VUCA world

• Organization savvy

• Fostering innovation: Why is the human mind at its least creative in times of greatest need?

Module 3 | Leading Change and Innovation 

Leadership Journey for Leaders of Managers – Europe
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Leadership Journey for Leaders of Managers – Europe

• Personal leadership: Having a clear view of current role and its challenges and 

being able to act in line of personal leadership style.

• Engaging communication, providing direction and purpose: Understanding the 

importance of engaging communication in leadership. Being able to 

communicate purpose, strategy and goals and in a way that motivates and provides 

direction.

• Organizational savvy and stakeholder management: Understanding the 

importance of professional networks and political dynamics in organizations. 

Identifying and effectively managing stakeholders relevant for current role and 

function. Building cross-divisional networks.

• Change leadership: Understanding the dynamics of the change process and being 

able to effectively manage all phases of the process for my area of responsibility and 

myself.

• Deep dive – delegation and empowerment/coaching: Understanding the 

complexity of true delegation in current role. Empowering/coaching team leaders in 

their leadership role.

• Leading diversity/cultural knowledge: Understanding the benefits of diversity 

especially for innovation and business. Embracing differences and creating structures 

and processes to utilize the spectrum of diversity.

• Leading in an agile organization: Understanding the role of leadership in an agile 

organization and identifying potential applications in own field of responsibility.

• Leading innovation: Understanding the role of leadership in innovation/creativity. 

Creating structures, processes and culture to enable innovation/creativity.

• Role of strategy: Understanding the role of strategy and the process of strategy 

development. Perceiving Bertelsmann strategy as well as the strategy of own 

company and reflect upon its relevance for own area of responsibility.

• Health/health management: Understanding the impact of leadership on individual 

health and its effects on the organization. Enabling managers for healthy leadership.

Topics & learning goals

Your Learning Experience
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Leadership Journey for Leaders of Managers – Europe

“The Leadership Journey is interesting for managers because it gives new 

perspectives on what we do, on things that we will do in the future, and 

gives us the necessary tools as leaders to adapt to the fast-changing world 

that we are all experiencing at the moment.”

Jacques van Luijk, RTL, Luxembourg

Testimonials

“I would definitely recommend the leadership program, and I think it's one of 

these things that you really should be making time for. You might have 

already been a manager for a long time, you might have been on similar 

courses, but I think you have to make the time to remind yourself or to learn 

these new skills and to think of the bigger picture and the strategy. I think 

you're really missing out on something if you don’t attend and it's worth the 

time you're investing.”

Emma Cordery, Fremantle Media, United Kingdom

Your Program Experience at a Glance

Impressions and field reports in a short video clip

Leadership Journey

for Leaders of Managers

Video Clip

https://youtu.be/nwzjk8xTkoA
https://youtu.be/nwzjk8xTkoA
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Related Bertelsmann University blog posts

Leadership Journey for Leaders of Managers – Europe

‘Leadership Journey for Leaders of Managers’ Enters Second Round

Blog post

https://bertelsmann-university.com/blog/leadership-journey-for-leaders-of-managers-enters-second-round.html
https://bertelsmann-university.com/blog/leadership-journey-for-leaders-of-managers-enters-second-round.html

